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Abstract. During recent decades, consumption-oriented spaces of comfort and hospitality have proliferated
– including, for instance, lounge shopping malls, food court plazas, spas, entertainment retail, visitor centres,
and the development of ever larger pedestrian precincts. In this article we explore shopping malls as capitalist
“domes” in Sloterdijk’s sense. We observe atmospheric production, atmospheric management and atmospheric
culture (which we propose to call atmoculture) inside such domes. Processes of retailization and mallification –
whereby shopping malls and retail spaces absorb increasing economic and societal energies – can be regarded
as correlative to the rise of an atmoculture of civilized consumption. Such atmoculture is visible for instance
in stress-avoidance strategies and the production of a pleasurable experience in consumption-oriented public
zones. The design of contemporary retail spaces seems to pivot around specific atmospheric strategies developed
to promote and sustain civilized consumption. In this piece, we describe four different strategies of atmospheric
production, identifying their possible shortcomings and failings. Finally, we advance the hypothesis that the
atmospheric production of retail can also be analyzed with reference to Sloterdijk’s theorization of asceticism as
self-disciplination.

1 Introduction

In his trilogy Sphären (1998–2004) (Sloterdijk, 2011, 2014,
2016), Peter Sloterdijk describes capitalist modernity as en-
gaged in a constant production of “domes”, large structured
spheres in whose atmosphere purposeful social activities can
be carried out and thrive. Outlining the modern technological
history of bodily and societal containments, Sloterdijk high-
lights the historically important roles of hothouses, air condi-
tioning, as well as, a contrario, fumigation, gas attacks, etc.1

On the same account, he also depicts the building types of
the apartment house and the sport stadium as “the two most
successful architectural innovations of the twentieth century”
(Sloterdijk, 2016:529): the apartment house works as a stack-
able spatial crystal, a “rigid foam body” for societal devel-
opment (Sloterdijk, 2016:537), whereas the sports stadium

1From this perspective, war can be regarded as simultaneously
the destruction of atmosphere and, correlatively, the instalment of a
peculiar atmosphere.

embodies the quintessential space for modern mass meetings
and mass culture. Atmospheric production here seems essen-
tial in both undertakings.

In general, as recognized by both phenomenological liter-
ature (Böhme, 1993; Runkel, 2016) and affect theorists (An-
derson, 2009), atmospheres imply collective and individual
sensory experiences and moods related to the peculiar as-
pects of light, air, scent, comfort, etc. These aspects cannot
be easily reduced to simple metrical dimensions. They come
in different scales or level of importance, and “encompass
mundane interventions such as the dimming of lights as well
as threats of violence or impending meteorological events”
(Gandy, 2017:370). Atmospheres might thus have major so-
cial and political impact, yet they are often fuzzy and noto-
riously hard to pinpoint. Atmospheres are non-deterministic
and relational: they are produced through relations between a
wide array of entities, and their meaning differ from moment
to moment, yet they are inescapably there. For Sloterdijk,
living in the word always includes living in atmospheres in
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the form of sheltering domes, homes, bubbles, etc. (Thrift,
2009:124). Atmospheres are thus intimately connected with
architectures and non-human bodies, and as such they are
inherent products as well as producers of modern society.
Architectural modernism is related to atmospheres in terms
of comfort design and in-door climates in the new build-
ing types of the 19th century and onwards (Sloterdijk, 2005,
2011) – in short, atmospheres could be seen as part and parcel
of the modernist project of appropriating and territorialising
the world (Serres, 1995).

If atmospheres are key to analyse the modern socio-spatial
set up, then it could perhaps also be claimed that our epoch is
contradistinguished by the rise of atmoculture, that is, a set
of expectations and requirements about the production and
maintenance of given atmospheres to accompany or guide
our urban life (Brighenti and Pavoni, 2017). Atmoculture can
be characterized as a widespread process that places atmo-
spheres at the centre and pivot of many urban stakes. Today,
atmospheres are seen as a valid architectural design assign-
ment, much in the same way as facades or spatial plans. The
designing of specific moods or characters, is of course noth-
ing new, and has been an important part of architectural de-
sign for centuries (Gandy, 2017:365; Forty, 2000). However,
during the last decades the topic has been more explicitly ad-
dressed as an important architectural and aesthetical concept
(see Bille et al., 2015 for a good introduction). In terms of
retail design and branding, Kotler (1973) set an early exam-
ple with his article on atmospherics as a marketing tool, but
in terms of a wider discussion of aesthetics, the work of the
German philosopher Gernot Böhme has probably been the
most influential (Böhme, 1993, 1995); indeed, Böhme had
an early impact on architectural research (Albertsen, 1999)
and has also inspired internationally well-known architects
such as Peter Zumthor (2006; see also Borch, 2014:7).

Atmospheres are becoming an increasingly salient and in-
tentional part of the built environment. In Sloterdijk’s termi-
nology, we could speak of an explicitation or explication of
the atmosphere. The expressive and affective components of
atmospheres are crucial, since atmospheres do not just fill
a space, they also play an important part in spatial and ma-
terial productions (Anderson, 2009:80). However, the crucial
point is that, despite their pervasiveness, atmospheres remain
evanescent objects; they are produced as middles and often
escape univocal categorizations – they are hybrid mixtures of
spatial and material, material and social, individual and col-
lective, objective and subjective. Atmospheres are both part
of an experience and of the experienced, a relation whose
actors are indeterminable, and/or yet to be defined.

Focusing on the case of shopping malls, we argue that the
design and staging of atmospheres at malls and other retail
spaces can be seen as connected to the rise of a civilized
consumption and even asceticism as a form of disciplination.
However, it should be emphasized that this is not a research
about shopping malls, rather, malls are discussed here as an
extended example to advance the theorization of contempo-

rary atmoculture and its territorializations. It is thus impor-
tant to note that we are interested in generating and develop-
ing a specific hypothesis, and that our article should be seen
as a theoretical think piece that hopefully can prepare for fur-
ther empirical research, rather than a proper empirical study
itself. In the text we review various strategies of atmospheric
production and look at how the engineering of atmospheres
is enacted. How are individuals scripted, engaged and acti-
vated in the atmospheric planning of these architectures? We
approach shopping malls and related building types as in-
stances of the development of what Sloterdijk calls a “space
interior of capital” (Sloterdijk, 2013a). From this perspective,
malls are arguably one of the most notable instances of delib-
erate atmospheric management in the contemporary world.
We also characterize the rise of atmoculture as correlative to
the unfolding of the technophysics of consumer domes. At-
mospheric engineering alone cannot, in our view, explain the
success of contemporary retail. Culturally widespread atti-
tudes are a necessary component of the social and economic
success of places like malls. Indeed, how and why can malls
become desirable on a mass scale? To answer this question,
we also need to take into account the fact that the design of
contemporary retail spaces is aimed to facilitate and sustain
an atmocultural attitude of “civilized consumption” (Ranas-
inghe, 2011). To make sense of such attitude, we highlight
the relation between the condition of the consumer and what
Sloterdijk (2013b), in his exegesis of Nietzsche and Rilke,
has called the “ascetic imperative”. Throughout his oeuvre,
Sloterdijk has linked atmospheres to the larger process of
anthropotechnics, that is, the range of technologies aimed at
the production of humanity itself. Such a view seems to be
informed by a Nietzschean insight about humankind as the
species that still has yet to become human.2 In this frame-
work, modernity is intimately tied to “the emergence of a
general training consciousness” (Sloterdijk, 2013b:55), and
each individual subject is conceived of as structured by an
inner vertical axis determining tendencies towards, alterna-
tively, better and worse deeds, instincts and performances.
From this point of view, asceticism is nothing more than ex-
ercise (askesis). For Sloterdijk, the modern human subject
cannot content himself with existing, s/he must always im-
prove her/himself, always set new standards of assessment.
How does the – first religious, then Romantic – discourse
of self-transcendence and ascetic self-improvement get trans-
lated into the consumer’s experience and with which effects?

The article is structured into five sections. After this in-
troduction, we review the state of research on atmospheres
in the context of retail and shopping malls. In the third sec-
tion, we zoom in onto various factors and functors of at-
mospheric production, singling out four basic atmospheric
strategies which we call, “immediate responsiveness”, “in-

2“. . . and then the clouds break, and we see how, with the rest
of nature, we are straining towards man, as towards something that
stands high above us” (Nietzsche, 1876: Sect. III:5).
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tensity through variation”, “mediating gestures” and “dan-
gerous proximities”. The fourth section then examines how
the spatial aspects of atmospheric production connect to the
notion of civilized consumption or, more specifically, to an
atmoculture of training, practicing and improving through
consumption, i.e. a type of civilized consumption that – de-
spite all appearances – is “ascetic” at its core. In the fifth
and final section we conclude the discussion and make some
suggestions to guide future research.

2 Retail and atmospheric production

During recent decades, we have witnessed the proliferation
of consumption-oriented spaces of comfort and hospitality
(Bell, 2007) – including, for instance, lounge shopping malls,
food court plazas, spas, entertainment retail, visitor centres
and the development of ever larger pedestrian precincts (Kär-
rholm, 2008). In European countries such as France and Swe-
den we saw large shopping mall structures already develop-
ing in the 1960s and 1970s. Netherlands (Rotterdam) and
Denmark (Copenhagen) set early models for the pedestri-
anization of old inner city centres that were conducive to
new ways of retail and consumption in public space. Today
some of these spaces have bloomed into (sometimes suc-
cessful, sometime struggling) large and specialized retail ar-
eas (Gehl and Gemzöe, 1996; Monheim, 2003; Kärrholm,
2012). Although, Crawford (before Sloterdijk) noted how re-
tail already started to produce its “pleasure domes” with the
department stores of the 19th century (Crawford, 1992), it
seems fair to say that retail spaces now can be found been
found in larger and larger domes. From the 1970s onwards,
atmospheres and atmospherics have become an increasingly
important and studied factor in efforts of affecting the mood
of consumers (Turley and Milliman, 2000; Vernet and de Wit,
2007; Biehl-Missal and Saren, 2012; Healy, 2014, cf. Julmi,
2016).3 The development of retail spaces can also be seen in
parallel to a recent interest in the constant branding (Kling-
mann, 2007), eventalization (Plöger, 2010) and spectacular-
ization (Degen and Rose, 2012) of the city, as well as in the
sensory experience of the urban citizen in general.

The social, economic and environmental impact of large-
scale retail outlets on existing urban systems has been tack-
led extensively in recent literature. Retail and consumption
have been explored as major components of social life in
the contemporary city (Miles and Miles, 2004; Gibbs, 2012).
Shopping centres located in suburban areas and accessible
mainly by private transport have acquired increasing signif-
icance, turning into new hubs of social life for large popu-
lation shares (Shields, 2003; Zukin, 2004). The notions of

3As atmospheres of retail spaces and shopping malls (Michon
et al., 2005) have become more and more elaborated and salient,
there also seems to be a small but increasing number of studies on
the subject that come from outside marketing research, for example
from the field of aesthetics (Hasse, 2004; Kazig, 2007).

urban renewal, smart city and urban resilience have like-
wise provided theoretical lenses to understand the process
of mallification, i.e. the diffusion of increasingly large shop-
ping mall compounds (Staeheli and Mitchell, 2006; Ozuduru
and Guldmann, 2013). Not least, the new retail spaces have
also fostered forms of veritable shopping tourism (Rabbiosi,
2011).

The level of subjective experience in retail spaces is im-
portant. “Civilized consumption” is the expression that best
captures the vision reclaimed in particular by developers and
the business sector, premised on the belief that optimum
consumption necessitates an accordingly “civilized” public
behaviour (Ranasinghe, 2011). Of course, what “civilized”
means is controversial. Critical scholars have highlighted
how, at the level of daily interaction, the requirements of civ-
ilized consumption may impinge on free personal mobility
and may be conducive to new inequalities and discrimination
(Staeheli and Mitchell, 2006; Cohen, 2014). However, civi-
lized consumption is not simply sustained by the most pow-
erful economic actors; it is likewise not simply imposed hier-
archically and by design. On the contrary, it can be observed
as an interaction format that is mobilized essentially in a co-
archic way by the involved actors in their everyday encoun-
ters. From this perspective, the contemporary preoccupations
with the design of comfortable atmospheres and spaces of
hospitality can be meaningfully compared with earlier the-
orizations in urban theory about the inherently threatening
and excessive nature of urban space. Early social theorists
held a vision of urban space as the space of pure modernity
– where pure also meant bare modernity. The city was con-
ceptualized in terms of a metropolis bearing shocking effects
on the nervous system of its inhabitants. Simmel (1903) for
instance, insisted on the nexus between sensorial stimulation
and psychic (hyper-)activity. In his view, the maintenance of
personality entails a constant work of adjustment to external
forces of the natural and human environment. Urbanites are
affected by differences and adjust to circumstances by pro-
cessing the differences that exist between various incoming
stimulations. In the flair of cities, Simmel observed, all sorts
of events surrounding the individual consume a quota of their
consciousness. In reaction, urbanites retreat from urban hy-
peraesthesia into a special type of anaesthesia; they intellec-
tualize social life using their brain as a protective organ that
cools off the heat of affective stimulations. Urban life was
thus described as a life of the brain, not one of the heart, a
life of rational, calculative control over emotions, and even,
a cover-up of emotions. But, how does this early analysis sit
with the contemporary design emphasis on pleasurable af-
fects and sensations that are supposed to sustain and foster
consumption?

In the following, we develop a discussion of how ter-
ritories of shopping are co-produced through atmospheres.
The territorialization of urban and sub-urban areas into an
amalgam of connected and coherent retail spaces – a pro-
cess we have called retailization (Kärrholm, 2012) – does
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not work with regulations and built borders alone, but also
with ambient design and an “ambient power of seduction”
(Allen, 2006). According to the French phenomenologist
Mikel Dufrenne (1953), atmospheres are extremely mo-
bile and impalpable facts of perception and affection, al-
ways becoming, and extremely sensible to the apparition
of new bodies in a place. Nonetheless, as remarked by
Böhme (1993:114), atmospheres seem to “fill the space with
a certain tone of feeling like a haze”; in other words, they
have a tendency to occupy and even “colonize” space. This
fact raises a problem of limits and thresholds: where does
an atmosphere begin and where does it end? How can it be
circumscribed? Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos (2015) has ar-
gued that, in order to understand atmospheres we must begin
from the middle, from their milieu. Not by chance contem-
porary retail spaces are configured as open environments: in-
stead of being segmented into coherent areas by clear thresh-
old lines, the new spaces of civilized consumption appear
to be increasingly smooth and infused in the everyday ur-
ban landscape, as well as within each other. Such open en-
vironments have proven extremely successful, not only com-
mercially, but also and especially in their capacity to attract
people. Their social–spatial configurations have managed to
appear desirable and pleasurable mainly thanks to their at-
mospheric qualities. Even though the border of a territory
might be clearly demarcated, materialized and sanctioned by
law, its spatial extent and spatial impact shift according to
the unfolding situation. Atmospheric engineering also insists
on gaps of imperfection and dissonance, “creating a space
of uncanny disjunction, an interval that invites the participat-
ing bodies to follow along” (Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos,
2015:93), because imperfections create invitations to new ac-
tors or new rhythms to be induced. Atmospheres thus have
fuzzy borders, yet somehow achieve the task of “partitioning
air” (Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos, 2016) – something that
is logically impossible, yet anthropologically indispensable,
given that humans rely on such partitions for the provision of
a sense of existential security.

From both the subjective and objective perspectives, at-
mospheres thus take an active part in the production of the
multiple and apparently permeable borders that circumscribe
and/or run across everyday urban territories, where degrees
of permeability are correlative to social status, power, as
well as situational contingencies. Atmospheres work with
processes of territorialization, with urban imitations and
with the catching and repetition of rhythms (Borch, 2014;
Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos, 2015). Let us try to zoom in
onto the ways in which these elements can be concerted.

3 At the mall: factors and functors of atmospheric
production

Contemporary retail spaces have been produced within the
mould of modernist heritage. Commodities of the Western

world are often interiorized and put on visual display (in
shops as well as online), rather than approached head-on in
the streets, and even though some retail spaces have changed
into new types or subtypes, the basic types of malls, arcades,
market halls (big boxes), stores, etc., largely persist. Brick
and mortar retail is still aiming for comfortable atmospheres
(Sharma and Stafford, 2000; Turley and Milliman, 2000), for
civilized consumption and for producing spaces with cer-
tain expected behaviours. However, mall-goers or shoppers
are not a homogeneous or totally obedient group. In fact,
behaviour in shopping environments is very similar to be-
haviour found in other public settings and in the public do-
main at large. Shopping environments are stages for similar
meanings and practices as public settings, and the transpo-
sition of these are quite common (Stillerman and Salcedo,
2012:318). The figure of the civilized consumer is thus quite
closely related to that of the civilized citizen; it is a role
that, perhaps spurred by a specific atmosphere or affordance,
might come and go from moment to moment, yet it remains
a certain consistency over time, forming as it were a trace-
able narrative. Critique of mallification has extensively ar-
gued that shopping malls tend to attract white middle class
car owners more than anything else (Lofland, 1998; Stae-
heli and Mitchell, 2006). Although there is a certain truth
to this, it is just a part of the picture. In fact, the early critique
on shopping malls emanating from the US (Crawford, 1992;
Goss, 1993; Lofland, 1998) has, during the last decades, been
complemented with ethnographic studies from all over the
world, showing malls to be quite complex places that host
quite heterogeneous populations. Here we suggest five differ-
ent points to consider: first, shopping malls are not only used
by car-owners. Looking at pedestrian precincts and shop-
ping malls in European cities these are not always (but of-
ten) well connected with public transport. Second, shopping
malls are not just for the middle class. An increasing num-
ber of studies in developing countries show that malls are
quite often located in the vicinity of poor communities and
existing markets. In more affluent countries we also see dif-
ferent strategies, which enable poorer segments of the popu-
lation to use the malls (Stillerman and Salcedo, 2012). Third,
shopping malls are different from each other, and individu-
als use different strategies and tactics as they make use of
malls and other retail spaces during their routes in the city
(Brembeck et al., 2015). Malls and other shopping environ-
ments are individual places and, as people live their lives in
urban regions and landscapes rather than inside the bound-
aries of a town, these places are increasingly part of the urban
fabric and the everyday set of urban life. Fourth, shopping
malls can be places of emancipations. In developing coun-
tries like Turkey, for instance, they have been described as
providing women “freedom from the problem of the street”
(Erkip, 2005:102) in a similar way to the French department
stores in the 19th century (Wolff, 1985:44). Fifth and finally,
shoppers disobey and resist expected behaviours. An increas-
ingly common example is people who try out clothes, look at
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Figure 1. Train ride at the Forum Ankara Outlet, Turkey (photo by
author).

books, etc., in shops only to order them later over the inter-
net for a cheaper price. There is also more active resistance
with ongoing battles between mall management and disobey-
ing visitors (Fiske, 1989), which have caused malls to seal
off certain entrances (Dovey, 1999:135 pp.), reduce seating
(Stillerman and Salcedo, 2012:327) or make similar adjust-
ments.

This said, the increasing focus on atmospheric design at
retail spaces has become part and parcel of a management of
activities aiming to produce a “world consumer”, as for ex-
ample can be seen in the idea of the global yet still fairly ex-
clusive consumer culture of airports. Although all lived envi-
ronments are bound to be complex, there might be reasons to
investigate the recent strategies of activation that come with
the recent focus on atmospheric retail design. In this context,
atmospheres work as inscription devices (Akrich, 1992) of
disciplined activation aimed to shape not only a civilized cit-
izen, but also more specifically a civilized consumer. Specif-
ically, the consumer needs to be pacified (tamed) but simul-
taneously also activated (spurred). Thus, the shopping mall
atmosphere needs not to be in opposition to a complexity
of usages. On the contrary, it might draw on this complex-
ity and activate it in search for new potential opportunities
(and in the end, of course, profit). Below we exemplify how
this production of the civilized – pacified yet activated – con-
sumer can be accomplished by discussing four different fac-
tors: short rather than long moments of responsivity, intensity
rather than difference, insistence of mediated atmospheres,
and the production of dangerous proximities.4

4The findings are based in literature studies, but also to a lesser
extent in field trips and empirical material produced in connection
to other earlier studies made by the authors that took place be-
tween 2006 and 2011 (Kärrholm, 2012). No empirical material has
been produced specifically in connection to this article, except for a
short observation one-day visit to Emporia, Malmö, in June 2017.

Figure 2. Apple store at Emporia, Malmö (photo by author).

(a) Immediate responsiveness – short is sweet

Retail environments often activate customers into taking part
of a brand, a special offer, a new product’s launch, seasonal
sales, or just any kind of event or special offer (see Figs. 1
and 2). According to Asplund (1987), humans, animals and
things can show different tendencies to respond to the action
of another, they can (in different degrees) answer back in a
“sociable” way. Responsiveness (from the Latin respondĕo-
ēre, to answer) plays an important role in social life. It is
very hard for a human not to answer back to another hu-
man, but responsiveness can also be found in objects, such
as kites and swings. If we take this insight further, we can
also see how environments and even atmospheres respond
more or less to our activities (Wikström, 2009; Nilsson,
2010:60 pp.; Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos, 2013); shopping
environments are turned into sensible or even sentient envi-
ronments capable of being responsive to the social life un-
folding inside them – that is, capable of being social them-
selves. The escalator and the automatic door that move as
you approach them are both early examples of this.

Responsiveness can be described as an affective relation-
ship, a negotiation of at least two parts, where both are
marked by the event of their interaction for a protracted lapse
of time. In retail environments, responsivity can be short,
but sweet. These places afford to be smelled, tasted, clicked,
swiped, scanned, photographed, etc., but they seldom invite
us to long negotiations, like those in traditional bazaars (Es-
cher, 2008) and old village stores. There must be room for
next person to try the free taste sample, sign in as club mem-
ber, etc. Famously, Gibson (1986) described an “affordance”
as what the environment offers or furnishes. Responsiveness
is related to affordance, yet it does not say so much about
what the environment affords me, rather, what I can afford
the environment – I can afford it to be inscribed, to be trans-
formed, etc. This means that responsiveness involves leav-
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Figure 3. Advertising the roof garden at Emporia, Malmö (photo
by author).

ing a mark: the kite to change its direction, the wall to get
inscribed and the doors to open. Consumption spaces seem
to be characterized by different (albeit often themed) affor-
dances, and a quick and rhythmic pace of responsivity. The
environment responds to my actions, and my actions end up
guided by the accurate staging: even the pyramid of apples
has a small hole to direct my moving hand. My mark on
this pile of apples is directed, restricted, anonymous and soon
wiped away by others. I can leave a mark, but only as long as
it can be wiped away in the next moment. There is an atmo-
sphere of branded tolerance that engages us to interact, but
only until the next consumer in line comes along.

(b) Intensity through variation – stay in the game

In 2016 Apple chose to no longer chain their iPads on dis-
play in Apple stores, but allowed the customers to hold them
freely, put them into pockets and walk around with them in
the store.5 Although enabling the potential customer to in-
teract with the iPads may in the first place be seen as a way
of temporarily increasing responsiveness, the unchaining of
these iPads answered to another strategy as well. The aim
was to allow for a certain amount of freedom in the inter-
action, i.e. for an intensity with variety. Shopping malls of-
ten bet on intensity rather than on categorical differences and
ruptures, that is, on intense sensory stimulation rather than on
a series of disruptive sensory stimulations. In the traditional
European city, the relation between the shop and the street is
important, the ability to step outside with a screaming kid or
a phone call, to “take it outside” is an option sometimes pre-
ferred. At the mall, this possibility is not so obvious because
its space is guarded by similar rules as shops themselves. You
would have to leave the area altogether. This results in people
dwelling in the same atmosphere but with different “tonali-
ties” (Albertsen, 2012:70), which can be set by the seamless

5Information retrieved from https://www.macrumors.com/2016/
10/14/apple-stores-removing-iphone-security-tethers/ (last access:
30 September 2017).

Figure 4. Temporary art exhibition at Emporia, Malmö (photo by
author).

change of tone in an experienced atmosphere.6 Atmospheres
are salient, yet their borders are vague and elastic both in time
and space, and they can have a sticky quality: they keep on
lingering for a while. Thresholds are erased, or rather, pushed
further out, as retail areas grow bigger. Where does this push-
ing out end? Traditionally, the different territories of the mall
(in this case, individual stores and passage ways within the
mall) have been flooded with the same or similar atmospheric
characteristics; the atmosphere of the mall is partly set by a
few very deliberately designed actors such as muzak, wide
aisles, strong lights and logo signs. This has now increasingly
been complemented by another strategy: the production of
niches, or a haven with other smells and sounds but still with
an atmosphere associable to the mall. One way to describe
this would be to say that malls are deliberately expanding the
repertoire of associable entities, investing in longer durations
of intensity through the variety of a theme. One example is
the rooftop garden, which grants an exit for nauseated con-
sumers (Fig. 3). Dropping out of the designed atmosphere
may be an important strategy to sustain the atmosphere it-
self – something Sloterdijk does not seem to have considered
given that, in his theory, capitalism works only by ingesting
increasing amounts of stuff into globes. However, in practice
contemporary consumption domes are also perfectly aware
of the risk of “asphyxiating” the customer with atmospheric
excess. Another gesture to the same aim is the temporary art
exhibition that alludes to a different register and atmosphere
– cultural rather than straightforwardly commercial (Fig. 4).

6Specifically, Albertsen (2012) employs the word “tonality” to
describe how people in different roles interpret the same atmosphere
differently.
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(c) Mediating gestures – let me show you

Retail spaces are meant for temporary guests, they are
hosted, and as such they pacify us. This hosting is often de-
pendent on inscription devices that direct our attention to-
wards offers and affordances of the environment, but also
to places and occasions outside of the situation itself. At-
mospheres are mediated and in the end produced through
these gestures and associations to other times and spaces:
it is a game of subsequent engagement and disengagement.
The retail space has an atmosphere, but this atmosphere in-
cludes the “presencing” of other atmospheres. Scents and
colours might, for example, be meant to evoke an atmosphere
of calmness and relate it to a certain brand. Albertsen has
pointed out how even sheer gestures might convey atmo-
spheres:

Rather than keeping an undistorted constant in dif-
ferent media, the key is the ability of the mediating
chain to make the atmospheric present once again,
not in the sense of re-presenting it exactly as it once
was, but in the sense of presenting it “anew” (Al-
bertsen, 2012:73).

The retail atmosphere thus relies on mediations and as-
sociations, where atmospheres – or rather hints, scents, and
innuendos of atmospheres – are folded into each other. In
fact, this task of mediating gestures is often delegated to the
civilized consumers themselves. True, atmospheres are never
within the control of a single actor, and urban atmospheric
design always includes a set of relatively autonomous multi-
ple actors. The atmospheres of shopping malls are thus also
produced by materials and actors beyond the control of the
retail managers and retail designers. One example are the
smart phones, bags, clothes, etc. that people carry around,
and which always point to places and occasions outside of
the specific situation. One might however argue that these
objects of trivial transitions are increasingly appropriated by
retailers, through branded shopping bags and clothes with lo-
gos, club cards, websites, Instagram accounts, etc.

(d) Dangerous proximities – “prisons are built with bricks
of law” (Blake, 1975:xviii)

The fourth component of atmo-management is perhaps more
akin to a tactic than a strategy: it represents a collateral conse-
quence of large-scale atmospheric production. Whether they
like it or not, shopping malls might host or even produce
dangerous proximities, where actors regarded as illegitimate
by those who run the business keep reappearing (Fig. 5).
Typically, malls have struggled with undisciplined gangs of
youths, peddlers who populate the interstices inside or out-
side of the mall, but also “erratic” behaviour on the part of
apparently legitimate customers. The sheer size of malls in
conjunction with the often quite uninhabitable and vast in-
frastructures outside it, conjures up an environment of “pure

Figure 5. Security check at the entrance of Forum Ankara Outlet,
Turkey (photo by author).

insides and dangerous outsides” (Franzén, 2001:206 pp.) –
but, there are always unintended consequences and it can of-
ten backfire when a space is kept pure. From this perspective,
territoriology suggests that territorial borders are not just lo-
cated at the perimeter of the territory, they are also written
all over it.7 While retail depends on customers, retail envi-
ronments both invite them to become more or less active part
of their atmospheres, and set the limits of what is proper and
acceptable, thus defining where rule breaking and violence
begin. A politics of definition of actions and behaviours is at
play.

Dangerous proximities also occur whenever a threatening
atmosphere is created by panicked crowds spinning out of
control, like in the wake of an upheaval, a major accident,
or some kind of disaster. These are extreme cases where the
smells and atmosphere of the crowding humans take part in
the production of collective violence (Gandy, 2016:365). It
might, however, also be through singular and individual yet
serial instances of minor panic episodes, due to feelings of
not belonging, stress or desperation, that the other to the
civilized consumer – or, the other side of the civilized con-
sumer itself – manifests. It is, in fact, important to remind
us that retail and consumption-oriented open environments

7In short, territoriology might be defined as the science of terri-
tories and territorial production. We have developed this perspective
in previous works (Kärrholm, 2007; Brighenti, 2010; Brighenti and
Kärrholm, 2018).
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have turned out to be quite fragile. For instance, as spaces
of symbolic value, they have been put “under aggression”
(Hatuka, 2011) by recent terrorist actions. Malls are also
sadly a known arena for autonomous perpetrators acting out
of their desperation. Clearly, the target of violent attacks has
been precisely the sense of security, comfort and relaxation
that the spaces of civilized consumption were supposed to de-
fine in the first place. Terrorists and attackers, in other words,
aim to have the general public wake up in a nightmare pre-
cisely where this same public used to – or imagined to – feel
peacefully at “home”.

4 Civilized consumption and the domain of ascetic
practicing

George Ritzer has noted how retail spaces, not least in
the US, have developed into cathedrals of consumption, sug-
gesting that consumerism has become a kind of religion, and
that ever larger shopping spaces bring enchantment and feel-
ings of “celestial joy” to their audiences (Ritzer, 2005:7).
Here we suggest that the sacredness of these domes might
have to do with more than enchantment; it is, in fact, con-
nected to rituals, disciplination and asceticism supported and
encouraged by atmospheric design. Asceticism must be un-
derstood as the constant striving towards improvement by re-
ducing and domesticating unwanted practices. In a nutshell,
asceticism means practicing in order to ameliorate oneself,
and while this tendency is evident in the religious sphere,
several other domains now seem to function in a similar
way. Following Sloterdijk’s insight, then, consumption is not
merely “erotic”, not a sheer spur towards “enjoying oneself”,
but also connected to the pursuit of some sort of actual “im-
provement of the self”:

Whoever wanted to change their life found them-
selves amidst an ever widening horizon of life-
augmenting and life-increasing accessories – these
are the strongest attractors in the modern deluge
of commodities, which is often unjustly described
only in terms of consumerism. Their acquisition is
tied to a share in elevated fitness chances and ex-
panded gratifications (Sloterdijk, 2013b:366).

From this perspective, consumerism, far from mere dis-
traction and relaxation, entails focused effort. In his analysis
of anthropotechnics, Sloterdijk is mostly interested in what
we may call “specialized performances”. These are situa-
tions where a specially trained subject – an acrobat or more
generally, a gymnast or sportsman – acts as a kind of mon-
strous exemplar of their kind, highlighting which wonder-
ful (or, alternatively, chilling) achievements can be attained
through relentless, scrupulous training and the cultivation of
the “strength of the will”. However, the case of the consumer
suggests that a similar process concerns not only special-
ists, but includes lay persons, too. To claim that there may

be some “heroism” (or “supermanism”) in consumption may
at first look ridiculous, if not suspect. Celebrating the con-
sumer is certainly not what we aim to do. Yet, the first thing
to understand is that heroism is not intrinsically good, as usu-
ally held. The anthropotechnic perspective enables us to see
that this specific type of heroic performance can only be ob-
tained at the price of training, focus and discipline. As first
illustrated by Foucault (1975), discipline does not simply op-
erate from the outside of the subject, but inherently looks for
its collaboration into subjection. For discipline to work, the
subject must collaborate into entering or staying in a defined
field of power relations. In contrast, the territory of asceti-
cism and its disciplines may not be as immense as Sloterdijk
depicts it. It may well turn out to be restrained: in fact, the
simplified version of life that is propounded by asceticism
corresponds to a reduction of the dimensions of experience.
In practice, practicing means focusing on the quantitative im-
provement of a small number of variables in life. But, is this
not precisely what is happening with shopping?

The training subject is one who, as Simmel first noticed,
actively uses their brain as a protective organ, albeit in a
very special way. In fact, the training subject acting under
the ascetic imperative is particularly selective in absorbing
the atmosphere, “open” to certain stimulations and “closed”
to many others. Like von Uexküll’s (1934) tick, the training
consumer is selectively insensitive; but, differently from the
tick, their insensitivity evolves in the direction of a sought
after amelioration of oneself – a sense of “progress”. If so,
the hypothesis may be submitted that civilized consumption
is a form of training in consumerism, and the territorializa-
tion of a specific role, lifestyle or even vocation. As seen
above, capitalist consumption could not work without a con-
currence of pacification and activation, and this is where as-
ceticism can be grafted onto. While consumerism is usually
described as a form of hedonism for those who can afford it,
the contemporary atmoculture of shopping puts a lot of work
on the shoulders of the consumer. As noticed, the consumer
assumes upon its shoulders the task of mediating the ges-
tures constituting the atmosphere. The stores are not there
to provide the basic necessities, i.e. to respond to a given
need, rather, they provide a specific milieu through which
one can fully navigate only by taking an active part in it.
Given the crucial role of atmospheres in the whole enter-
prise of mallification, this is not a minor contribution. For
retail to work, the consumer must be disciplined, not sim-
ply in the classic sense of being civilized (pacifically law-
abiding, accepting the structure of authority etc.), but also
in the sense of actively turning the atmosphere designed for
her/him into a factor of commercial choice, increased ac-
tivity, and intensification of feelings. So, whereas shopping
is usually depicted as distracted or even absent-minded be-
haviour, if we look at it as practicing, we notice it also en-
tails a certain cultivation of the will. In this context, imita-
tion (including, self-imitation) and rhythmic repetition play
a crucial part in sustaining the ascetic effort. “Bettering one’s
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shopping” may read as a strange expression, but perhaps it
captures part of the reality of what is happening in the mall.
Sharon Zukin (2004) has described the possibility of the in-
creasingly skilled shopper to find strategies and bargains that
seemingly allow for an identity building beyond the econom-
ical realities of the shopper. Other ways of actively engaging
in one’s shopping skills might be through the mobilization
and collaboration with a personal shopper, through actively
following or managing blogs and social media on the subject,
or through learning how to consume in a more “sustainable”
way (Hall, 2011; Fredriksson et al., 2017). It may not be a
coincidence that edutainment retail – retail targeting children
and teaching them both how to shop, and what to shop – is
now becoming a quite widespread format. The role of the
civilized and increasingly ascetic consumer can, when fully
trained, be called upon or triggered through responsiveness,
affordances and atmospheres. In short, there seems to be an
increasing number of ways through which ascetic disciplina-
tion becomes inscribed or ingrained in the contemporary at-
moculture of consumption. Most notably, such atmoculture
does not always coincide with the legal scaffolding of retail
spaces, with its urban design, or with its business scheme. An
array of potential conflicts remains open between the practic-
ing consumer and the managerial view on retail – so perhaps,
the shopping mall awaits its own Antigone . . .

5 Conclusions

In this text we have investigated the production of atmo-
spheres in shopping environments, and how this production
seems to promote and sustain a type of behaviour known as
civilized consumption. We have argued that the production of
retail atmospheres can be analysed with reference to Sloter-
dijk’s theorization of not only capitalist interiors, but also as-
ceticism and the rise of a general training conscience. These
two components seem to be parts of what we have called at-
moculture. In conclusion, we may raise the question about
which type of human being has been created by the atmo-
spheres of the mall. The anthropotechnical process of con-
sumer capitalism, as developed in dedicated domes, cannot,
in our view, be examined without reference to the spread-
ing of atmoculture and its disciplining traits. In this article,
we have suggested four different aspects and modes of at-
mospheric production: immediate responsiveness, intensity
through variation, mediating gestures and the role of absent
yet bordering dangers. These all come with increasing re-
quirements and demand on the consumer to actively and in-
tensely experience and improve themselves in different ways,
to translate atmospheres into personal desires and skills, to
feel, smell and listen, while simultaneously being wrapped
up in an atmosphere of comfort and safety (but where dis-
comfort and fear sometimes lingers just behind the surface).
Atmospheres are related to the affects and the intensities that
move us, yet they are difficult to pinpoint down and mea-

sure. They cannot be grasped or escaped or boxed in, but
this is perhaps also why they often are so powerful. The spe-
cific atmosphere of the mall might aim to animate us in new
and unforeseen ways. But, as it encourages us to improve a
reduced set of skills, it sustains an always partial and disci-
plined animation. The territorialization of the societal role of
the consumer could be explored further in this vein. It might
not be that shopping malls have become our only temples,
or that we are on a constant hunt for brands and shopping
environments to act as our gurus; the role of a civilized con-
sumer is of course but one of many possible human roles.
As we visit the mall, we might fail to play the role of the
civilized consumer, but we will for sure (in more or less sub-
tle ways) be reminded of the role’s existence. The more time
we spend shopping, the larger and more inescapable these
environments become, and the more they work through the
hazy and tacit intensities of atmospheres and atmoculture,
the more urgent it becomes to study and try to spell out the
ethics, morals, techniques and reductions that seems to come
with them. The civilized consumer might largely be a prod-
uct of the mall, but its ascetic ideals will of course, for good
and for bad, haunt other parts of our society as well. In fact,
it remains to be investigated how atmoculture interacts with
other more or less ascetical and territorialized societal roles
– such as the dietist, the activist, the exerciser, etc. – fol-
lowing in the wake of our anthropotechnic era.8 These are
roles through which we discipline and shape our bodies and
selves, but also roles through which we come to play a part
in the stabilization (or destabilization) of territories such as
malls, shops, gyms and squares, that is, in the rewriting of
contemporary urban space.
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